Cybersecurity made easy for SMEs

Introduction to Bewica
Bewica Proposition

Making it simple for SMEs to put in place the measures that prevent 80% of cyberattacks
Our proposition can support insurers in helping their clients

1. Cyber risk report
   Engaging SMEs in a cyber risk discussion

2. Cyber security platform
   Helping SMEs achieve and maintain critical security
1. Cyber risk report

Bewica cyber risk reports help brokers engage with clients by showing them their risk to cyber attacks.

- Generated in **2 minutes** using the Bewica agency dashboard as via API integration.
- Easy-to-understand and explains how insurance can help protect against key cyber risks.
- Bewica field experience led to a **40% increase in insurance sales** conversion when using the cyber report

**Customizable**

Reports can be customised to match company branding and your specific product messages such as linking to the covers of your policy.
2. Cybersecurity platform

Helping SMEs implement and maintain critical cyber security

- Focused on key SME cyber risks: phishing, ransomware, account breaches, hacks, supplier risk, website impersonation
- “Checklist” tells SMEs exactly what they need to focus on
- Automated tools make it easy to complete each item
- Companies that achieve critical security obtain the official **Digitally Aware security certification** from the UK Police Digital Security Centre
- Notifications help maintain security
- Designed to be used by anyone, **making cyber security accessible to non-experts** at a price SMEs can afford
About us

Our mission

We are on a mission to help SMEs and other small organisations like schools protect themselves from cyber risks.

Working with great partners such as brokers, banks and insurers, we help SMEs access the protection that is right for their business.
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Let’s work together to protect SMEs against cyber attacks.
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